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ABSTRACT

In this world of high speed data networks the Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) have steadily come into popularity because of its flexibility, easy to install,
cost efficient and most importantly less time consuming (since it does not involve
laying of wires like that of the wired networks) when compared to the traditional wired
LANs and therefore enterprises and home owners alike are switching to the wireless
technology.
Though this network solves some of the problems faced by the wired LANs, such as
the cost factor, it has its own drawbacks; security being the main issue. Both wired
and wireless LANs have security issues, but since the data transmission in a WLAN
takes place in a wireless medium, it has some additional security threats.
This report gives a clear insight into the security issues of the WLANs and gives the
counter measures to be taken to minimize those threats.
The other issue is the „intrusion in the network‟. This issue is also dealt with by
providing a concise report about the intrusion detection system, its methods and
models.
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CHAPTER 1
This Chapter starts firstly with the introduction to the Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLAN), giving a clear insight to why WLANs are preferred over the traditional wired
LANs. Thereafter a general background to the subject is provided which is followed
by the problem statement, which gives an idea of the present wireless networks. This
chapter also highlights the main aims and objectives of this report which is followed
by the outline of the whole report, which gives an insight into the further chapters.

INTRODUCTION
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
Wireless Local Area Network(WLAN) is the best way to improve data connectivity
without the need to worry about the wires. Any network is vulnerable to an attack.
With a Wired Network we can know if any unauthorised person is using the network
because to execute an attack the intruder has to physically connect to a cable and if
there is no outside connection to the wired system, the attack must have come from
the existing wired connection and it is much easy to find that attacker. Whereas in a
WLAN, by adding an access point to the network it is possible for the attacker to
connect to the network without being in physical contact with it[1].
This thesis introduces the security aspects of the WLAN by providing some threats to
the security and the measures to be taken to avoid these threats, also this report
thoroughly explains about the various intrusions in wireless networks and the
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intrusion methods adopted by the attackers. Also various intrusion detection
techniques are provided to mitigate these threats. Finally a brief description is given
about some of the commercially available intrusion detection products.

1.1 General Background
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) have become more ubiquitous ever since the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11b was ratified in the
year 1999. Due to the falling in prices of the components and the advancement of
the IEEE 802.11 standards, the increase in the application of WLANs has reached
places like corporate enterprise and home environment. WLANs are being
extensively installed in places like business offices, conference rooms, homes,
warehouses, classrooms, etc.

Security of WLAN has been the major cause of concern and it has always been
under intense scrutiny. WLANs pose many challenges mainly the security aspect of
the network since they transmit Radio Frequency (RF) information for the client
station. Researchers in the field of networking have brought forward many security
vulnerabilities to the authentication, privacy and message integrity of the IEEE
802.11 specification [2].

The approval and functioning of wireless networks has seen a considerable amount
of growth. Organizations are thriving to make their work force increasingly mobile,
wherein they are equipped with laptops and use their additional time by gaining
mobile access to the resources which allows them to work away from the typical
office or wired computer environment. A wireless network gives the employees the
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support by offering the freedom in their network. Employees can therefore use the
resources from anywhere within range of an access point (AP). This in turn reduces
the hardware costs of an organization and provides the much needed flexibility and
the mobile access within the office environment.

A WLAN offers a ubiquitous network access over radio waves unlike the wired cable
infrastructures within the range of a wireless access point. WLANs are implemented
since they provide access to all the resources which are available through the wired
network, but without the need for the wires [3].

1.2 Problem Statement
There are number of problems facing the wireless LAN technologies. Security is one
of the most important areas of the WLANs. Design of the WLAN should be
considered to prevent any threats to the security. The security of information passing
over the wireless technology is of prime concern for the wireless users. Both the
Wireless and Wired LAN‟s have security issues. This report deals with the security,
their vulnerabilities and the solutions of Wireless LAN and the techniques used in
intrusion detection.

1.3 Aim and Objectives
The main aim of this project is to provide a detailed report on the security threats
which affect the WLANs and the counter measures to be taken in order to avoid the
threats. It also shows the various harmful intrusions the attackers pose to the
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network and the ways to handle these types of intrusions. This report also gives an
concise report about some of the commercially available products in the market.
The following the the objectives of this report



Security of WLAN's.



Identification of threats to security in WLAN.



Methods to resolve the threats.



Intrusion in networks, particularly in wireless networks.



Different intrusion detection models.



Methods/Models for reduction of harmful intrusion

Therefore the above are the main aim and objectives concerned with this thesis,
which are explained in the following chapters accordingly.

1.5 Document Outline
The following chapters discuss about the security of WLANs, their threats and the
methods to resolve the threats and also about the intrusion detection in WLANs and
the various methods for the reduction of harmful intrusion.
Chapter 1: This Chapter consists of the introduction to the Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN) by giving a clear insight as to why WLANs are preferred over the
traditional wired LANs. Thereafter a general background to the subject is provided
which is followed by the problem statement, which gives an idea of the present
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wireless networks. This chapter also consists of the main aims and objectives of this
report.
Chapter 2: This chapter gives the background to the Wireless networks by giving a
brief description about the IEEE 802.11 standards, components, operational modes,
its relation to the OSI model and WLAN technologies. Finally it explains about the
security aspects of the WLANs.
Chapter 3: In this chapter the various security threats in WLAN will be discussed by
providing some of the common attacks in WLAN.
Chapter 4: This Chapter provides the counter-measures to the attacks discussed in
the previous chapter.
Chapter 5: This Chapter gives a clear insight into the intrusion detection in wireless
networks, different intrusion methods and ways to overcome those intrusions.
Chapter 6: This Chapter gives details about the different intrusion detection methods,
intrusion detection systems and intrusion detection products.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND TO THE SUBJECT
This chapter gives the background to the Wireless networks by giving a brief
description about the IEEE 802.11 standards, components, operational modes, its
relation to the OSI model and WLAN technologies. Finally it explains about the
security aspects of the WLANs.

2.1 IEEE 802.11
The IEEE 802.11 describes two components, they are


An access point (AP)



A wireless station

An access point (AP) performs as a connection linking the wireless and wired
networks. This AP mainly has a radio, a network interface and bridging software. For
the wireless network, AP is the base station which gives the access for several other
wireless stations on the network. The wireless station is normally a Personal
Computer (PC) with a Network Interface Card (NIC). Figure 2.1 shows the general
components of the WLANs which are common to all the wireless networks specified
by IEEE 802.11[4, 5].
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Figure2.1: Components of WLAN [5]

2.1.1 Operational Modes of IEEE 802.11
802.11 operates in two modes, they are


Infrastructure mode



Ad Hoc mode

In the Infrastructure mode, the wireless network has a set of wireless end stations
and no less than one AP which is connected to the wired network. This design is
known as a Basic Service Set (BSS). A set of more than two BSS which give rise to
a single sub-network is known as Extended Service Set (ESS) which is shown in
figure 2.2. Most of the commercial WLANs need access to the wired LAN for
services like printing, for this infrastructure mode is used [5]. BSS is of two types
which are shown in the figure 2.3 where the left is IBSS and the right is the
infrastructure BSS. In IBSS the stations communicate with each other directly and so
they need to be in the communication range. This is shown in the figure 2.3 as
follows
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Figure 2.2: Extended Service Set (ESS) [5]

In the ESS the stations can communicate to one another even if the station is in
different service areas and these can move between basic service areas. The router
in the figure 2.2 utilizes the MAC address of the station to deliver frames to the
destination.

Ad hoc mode is also known as Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS). It is a set of
wireless stations which communicate with each other without any connection to a
wired network and also without the use of an AP. In this mode, the wireless network
can be easily setup very fast wherever a wireless infrastructure is not present, in
places like airports, conference halls, and convention centers [4, 5].
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Figure 2.3: Independent and Infrastructure BSSs [5]

2.1.2 Physical Layer of 802.11
The original 802.11 standard uses frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or
direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) through radio waves in the data rates of 1
Mbps and 2 Mbps. FHSS and DSSS will not operate with one another since they
differ from each other in signaling mechanisms [5, 6].
The FHSS uses the 2.4 GHz band which is sub-divided in 75 1-MHz channels. The
speed of the FHSS techniques is limited to 2Mbps. This means that they have to hop
frequently and that gives rise to hopping overhead. The data is sent over a chain of
the sub-channels after the agreement of the hopping pattern between the sender
and the receiver. These hopping patterns are designed in such a way that the
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occurrence of two senders using the same channel is very less since every
conversation in the network takes place in a different hopping pattern.

In DSSS the 2.4 GHz band is divided in 14 22-MHz channels. In DSSS the
neighboring channels overlap with one another except three channels which are
non-overlapping. Unlike FHSS, in DSSS the data is sent through one of these
channels without hopping to other channels. Chipping technique is used for
compensating the noise on the channel. In this technique every bit of data is
transformed into a sequence of bit patterns which are called “chips”. This technique
provides error checking and correction, thereby minimizing the retransmissions since
it can be recovered even if some part of the signal is damaged [4, 5].

Figure 2.4: 802 Family and its relation to the OSI Model [5]

The above figure 2.4 gives a relationship of the 802 family with the various other
components and their relation to the OSI model. All these networks have a MAC
and a physical (PHY) component.
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2.2 WLAN Technologies
WLANs are intended to transmit traffic in the network, and there are commercial
devices available in the market which can receive the frequencies and decode it.
Many of the wireless standards security features were to comprise of the encryption
and authentication methods but they have design or implementation flaws. If the
level of security is higher, then the implementation can be complex. If the network
administrators want to implement a well-built security strategy, then they will have to
have a practical knowledge of the security system which is inherent to that
technology [6, 7].

The most prevalent WLAN standards are [6, 7, 8, and 9]


Home RF



Bluetooth



IEEE 802.11b (Wi-Fi)

All these three standards operate in 2.4 GHz ISM band but they offer different
advantages and disadvantages. The ISM band offer 83 MHz range for all the
wireless traffic.

The Home RF and Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) standards offer services alike to the
home users. Wi-Fi has come of age and is being installed in places like coffee
houses, eateries, conference halls and in this present day of competitive
environment, the technology which has an upper hand is the Wi-Fi since it has
higher data transmission rate, good support from the development team and good
selection of products [6, 7, and 8].
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HomeRF

Bluetooth

802.11b

Physical Layer

FHSS

FHSS

FHSS/DSSS/IR

Hop Frequency

50

hops

per 1600

hops

per 2.5 hops per second

second

second

Transmitting Power

100mW

100mW

1W

Data Rates

1 or 2 Mbps

1 Mbps

11 Mbps

Max # Rates

Up to 127

Up to 26

Up to 26

Security

Blowfish format

0-, 40-, and 64-bit

40- to 128-bit RC4

Range

150 feet

30 to 300 feet

400 feet indoors

Table 1: Brief Comparison of 802.11 WLAN Standards [7, 8, 9]
* FHSS–frequency hopping spread spectrum
* DSSS–direct sequence spread spectrum
* IR–infrared
The main distinction among standards Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is the estimated
operational range. Bluetooth‟s data rate of 1 Mbps is intended to connect
equipments that are very close to each other like printers and mobile phones. This
network is also known as Personal Area Network (PAN), whereas the Wi-Fi standard
intends to give a full LAN connectivity and support the networking protocols [7, 9].

2.2.1 Home RF
Home RF is a specification which allows the home devices to be connected with
each other. It uses FHSS technology in the 2.4GHz ISM band and can reach a
maximum throughput of 10Mbps. It allows data signals and the traditional telephone
signals to be switched in the same network.
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The main features of the Home RF are as follows [6, 7, and 8]


It supports data rates up to 2 Mbps.



Three simultaneous voice channels



Up to 128 network devices are supported



Blowfish encryption is used as a security mechanism

2.2.2 Bluetooth
Bluetooth also uses FHSS technology which breaks the data that are sent and
transmits it. It offers a connection and transmission of information between devices
like mobile devices, laptops, digital cameras etc. through the 2.4GHz ISM band.

The main features of the Bluetooth are mentioned as follows [6, 7, and 9]


Data rates up to 1 Mbps with range up to 10mts



It supports of eight wireless devices.



Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) is to be implemented.



Makes use of the Link Manager Protocol (LMP) for authentication and for
handling the connections between the devices.



Technology supported many computing, telecommunications, and networking
organizations.

2.2.3 IEEE 802.11b (Wi-Fi)
Wi-Fi is another term for the 802.11b technology. This uses the FHSS/DSSS/IR
technologies in its physical layer with a frequency of 2.4GHz band with a high data
rate. The main features of the Wi-Fi are mentioned as follows [10]
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Data rates up to 11 Mbps at range of nearly150mts. Can exceed range up to
500mts by using an Omni-directional antennas



Gives support to nearly 128 network devices



Authentication and encryption methods used



Features like voice over IP (VoIP)



Technology has extensive industry support.

2.3 SECURITY OF WLAN'S
As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, the security of WLAN has been the major cause of
concern and it has always been under intense scrutiny. WLANs pose many
challenges mainly the security aspect of the network since they transmit Radio
Frequency (RF) information for the client station. A WLAN offers a ubiquitous
network access over radio waves unlike the wired cable infrastructures within the
range of a wireless access point. WLANs are implemented since they provide
access to all the resources which are available through the wired network, but
without the need for the wires [3].

Even though WLANs provide some solutions to the problems faced in wired LANs,
they also pose security issues. These issues cannot be completely eliminated but
can only be reduced by use of proper techniques, standards and counter measures
to the attacks.

Summary

This Chapter has given the background on the subject and in the following Chapter
the security threats faced by WLANs are drafted succinctly and thereafter followed
by counter measures to be taken to minimize these threats.
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CHAPTER 3
The Chapter 2 dealt with the general background to the subject wherein the IEEE
802.11, WLAN technologies and security of WLANs. And now in this chapter the
various security threats in WLAN will be discussed by providing some of the common
attacks in WLAN.

SECURITY THREATS IN WLAN
Ever since the evolution of WLANs, they have been a subject to many security
threats. The standard introduced by 802.11 i.e. the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
is a weak encryption method. Scott Fluhrer et.al says that this WEP key can be
obtained by successfully performing a brute force attack [11]. By this any attacker
can intercept and decrypt data even when the WEP encryption is used. By
introducing a rogue Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) any potential attackers can
intrude a WLAN and gain access to data. This can be made to look as if it is a
genuine WAP. Many wireless users usually tend to connect to the WAP which has
the best signal and by this the clients can be deceived by unintentionally connecting
with this rogue WAP. The best way to identify this type of security threats is to
implement an Intrusion Detection System (IDS).
Wireless communication is susceptible to weak signal strength whenever they
encounter any physical objects such as walls, buildings, hills and also the weather.
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3.1 Identification of Threats to Security in WLAN
The threats to WLANs are ever increasing with the increase in its use by many
organizations and homes alike as the WLANs are steadily gaining popularity. The
security is a major cause of concern to the users of WLAN as any breach in security
can cause a great deal of damage to any organization or even the home
environment as the users might have sensitive data in their systems. If there is not
any fine detection system, it will be very difficult to discover the threats to the WLAN
[12, 13].


Eavesdropping



Denial of Service Attacks



Man-in-the-Middle Attacks



Physical Threats

3.2 Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping is a security threat to WLAN wherein it involves any attack to the
confidentiality of the data being transmitted across a network. In WLANs
eavesdropping is a major threat since the attacker can intercept the radio
transmission away from the area where the network is available [13].
Eavesdropping in WLANs is very easy than on an Ethernet network of LAN. If the
attacker has to eavesdrop on a wired LAN then he has to physically access the area
to have access to the traffic unlike in the case of WLAN the eavesdropper has to get
close to the frequency range of the WLAN and can easily gain access to the traffic.
One way of dealing with this type of attack is to insulate the whole building (i.e. the
area where the WLAN is present) so that eavesdropping can be avoided, but this
0717093
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case is practically very hard to complete as it involves high financial costs and labor
and is also time consuming. Another way of overcoming this attack is to go with the
Ethernet cables [13].

3.3 DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACKS
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks corresponds to another threat to the WLAN. A DoS
attack burdens some part of the WLAN by successfully taking it away from the
network. This type of attack may get launched on an exact station or AP.
DoS attacks are of many forms, such as an attack can interrupt wireless
communications just by flooding RF spectrums with excess noise. This mechanism
is also known as RF Jamming. By this technique the wireless communication is
highly unreliable.
Many other DoS attacks try to make use of various rules and hardware limitation of
802.11 to attack any device. Another attack is by flooding the APs with associations
more than the device can process. This is because many APs can support only a set
number of stations and due to this attack the end result is inoperable device [13, 14].

3.4 Man- In-The-Middle Attack
As the name indicates Man-In-The-Middle attack is an attack on the network wherein
the attacker gains the trust of both the AP and the client disguising himself as
legitimate.
The man-in-the-middle attack depends on the attacker tricking an AP by making it
believe that he is a trusted client, and the client to believe that he is the authorized
AP. If there is no preventive measure taken then the attacker will be successful at
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intercepting all traffic between the AP and the client without them ever noticing [13,
14].

3.5 Physical Threats
Physical threats are the manual tampering of the devices. These are usually done by
the existing employees of any organization to vent their anger on the administration
of their work place. Physical threats may also include natural disasters like
earthquakes, landslides, rain etc.

These threats can also include the other

electromagnetic devices present in the environment emitting frequencies. In order to
maintain security the physical security aspect should also be taken into
consideration. For that purpose, the access point (AP) shall be secured properly
within the environment of WLAN for example an office environment, so as to avoid
them from unauthorized access and thereby catering to physical tampering. Physical
tampering may be done by disgruntled employees who are about to join a new
organization and in order to please the new corporate they are joining they tend to
give information about sensitive data of their earlier workplace.

Summary
This Chapter has provided a concise text on the threats involved in WLAN. The next
Chapter gives an informative report of how the threats can be minimized.
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Chapter 4
In the previous Chapter the different security threats in WLAN have been clearly
drafted by giving examples of some known attacks. This Chapter provides the
counter-measures to the attacks discussed in Chapter 3.

MEASURES TO AVOID SECURITY THREATS.
The security of the wireless networks can be avoided considering the following
wireless transmission media as a part of its counter measures. The spread spectrum
is one of the main standards for communication in WLAN. This technology uses
radio frequency to broadcast signals and it is used by WLANs since it provides
resistance to interference commonly to narrowband. The following are some of the
counter measures


Infrared systems



Narrowband Radio Systems



Wideband Radio Systems: Spread Spectrum

i.

Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)

ii.

Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)



Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)



Physical Security
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Infrared
Diffused
Infrared
Data Rate
Mobility
Range (m)
Detect ability
Wavelength /
Frequency
Modulation
Technique
Radiated
Power
Access
method

Directed
Infrared

1 to 4
1 to 10
Stationary Stationary
/Mobile
with LOS
15 to 60
25
Negligible
λ: 800 to 900 nm

Frequency
Hopping

Direct
Sequence

1 to 3
Mobile

Narrow band
Microwave

2 to 20
10 to 20
Stationary /Mobile

ASK

30 to 100
30 to 250
Little
902 to 928 MHz
5.725 to 5.85 GHz
FSK
QPSK

10 to 40
Some
902 to 928 MHz
5.275 to 5.8 GHz
FS/QPSK

-

<1W

25mW

CSMA

Reservation
ALOHA, CSMA

No

Yes unless ISM

CSMA

License
required

Spread spectrum

Token
Ring,
CSMA
No

Table 2: Comparison of wireless transmission media

4.1 Infrared Systems
This technology uses the infrared spectrum to send and receive data. These
systems are not widely used now-a-days since they operate in a directed traffic i.e.
they operate only in their line of sight and they cannot pass through opaque objects
and they use diffused technology. These systems are not in use with the mobile
users and these are used only to implement fixed sub networks. Reflective IR
WLANs need not require line-of-sight and the cells are limited to separate rooms.
Since the range of this diffused technology is 3ft it is normally used for personal area
networks [16].
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4.2

Narrowband Radio Systems

The narrowband radio system sends and receives client data on a definite radio
frequency wherein these systems try to make the radio frequency as narrow possible
and make the bandwidth wide to pass the data. By coordinating the different clients
on different radio frequency it avoids unwanted noise among the communication
channels. An example of this type of system is the private telephone line. If each
house in a street has their private telephone line, the person in one house cannot
hear to the calls being made to other house. In this type of narrowband radio system,
privacy can be achieved by means of distinct radio frequencies. This radio receiver
removes all other signals than the one on its chosen frequency signal [15].

4.3 Wideband Radio Systems: Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum technology was introduced during the late 1930‟s and early 40‟s or
to be precise during the II World War to give security for communications over the
military radio. As the name says this technology spreads a signal among a broad
range of frequency at the expense of low power by changing the original signal like a
noise signal. By this mechanism the signal is hidden and it is hard for this signal to
get detected. Mainly this spread spectrum technology was intended to resist noise,
interference, jamming and unauthorized detection thereby this technology was
perfect for wireless networks. Majority of the WLANs apply spread-spectrum
technology [15]. The spread spectrum technology mainly consists of two
technologies
i.

Frequency Hopping (FHSS)

ii.

Direct Spread Spectrum Technology (DSSS).
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4.3.1 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) uses the narrowband system which
varies the frequency such a pattern which is recognized by the sender and the
receiver. Its main purpose is to maintain a single logical channel. If the receiver is not
the intended recipient then FHSS appear as though it is a short duration impulse
noise [16].

4.3.2 Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
Unlike FHSS, the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) divides the data in
many parts and at the same time it sends the data parts on much different frequency
as possible, wherein the FHSS send data on a limited amount of frequencies. By
doing so the DSSS technology gives much superior spread rates than the FHSS.
Drawback is that it is weak to higher rate of interference. This drawback mainly
attributes to the data which is spanning a bigger section of the spectrum when
compared to the FHSS. To summarize the DHSS inundates the spectrum at a single
instance of time, as compared to FHSS which transmits data selectively over definite
frequencies [16].

4.4 Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) technique is used to guard the wireless
communication from the eavesdropping attack and also to prevent any unauthorized
access to the WLAN [17]. RC4 encryption algorithm is used in WEP, this is also
known as stream cipher. This stream cipher works by enlarging a small key in an
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endless pseudo random stream. The sender XORs this pseudo random key stream
with plaintext to create cipher text. In this technique the receiver of the key has a
copy, and he uses this key to create identical stream this is by performing the XOR
operation the stream with the cipher text gives the plaintext [17].

4.5 Physical Security
Physical security here in this context refers to the physical tampering of the devices.
In order to maintain security the physical security aspect should also be taken into
consideration. For that purpose, the access point (AP) shall be secured properly
within the environment of WLAN for example an office environment, so as to avoid
them from unauthorized access and thereby catering to physical tampering. Physical
tampering may be done by disgruntled employees who are annoyed by the
company‟s procedures. To avoid such breach in security the APs must be located in
a secure accessible place only to the authorized personnel to easily allow performing
security settings and maintenance related operations. Also to be noted is that these
APs must be physically located in such a place where there is no interference to its
services from sources of electromagnetic interferences [18].

Summary
This Chapter detailed about the measures to be taken in order to minimize the
threats posed to WLANs. The following Chapter gives a concise account of the
intrusion detection in wireless networks.
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Chapter 5

INTRUSION DETECTION IN WIRELESS NETWORKS
Having given a detailed report of the background, security threats and counter
measures in the previous Chapters, this Chapter gives a clear insight into the
intrusion detection in wireless networks.

5.1 Intrusion Detection
Firewalls and antivirus programs are the main forms of defense mechanisms for any
network. An intrusion detection system (IDS) offers an added level of defense to a
network [19, 20]. According to [Heady R. 1990] an intrusion is defined as "any set of
actions that attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of a
resource" [21, 22]. An IDS is a defense mechanism which identifies hostile actions in
a network and then it attempts to prevent any such activities which might
compromise the security of the system [20].

The different aspects of an intrusion according to A. Sundaram are [22]
Risk:


Unintentional or random disclosure of data



Breach of actions integrity due to the breakdown of hardware



Incomplete or faulty software design
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Vulnerability:


Known fault in the hardware or software



Action of a system that renders the system to penetrate



Information to unintentional disclosure.

Attack:


A definite formulation or implementing of a plan to perform a threat.

Penetration:


A successful attack, like to control the state of a computer system.

Intrusion detection (ID), it can be categorized into three categories. They are
Anomaly detection, Misuse or Signature detection, and Specification-based detection
[22].

Figure5.1: Intrusion Detection Activity [20]
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5.2 Different intrusion methods
Different harmful intrusions: [24]


Rogue access point



MAC address spoofing



Denial of service



WEP key vulnerability



Wardriving



Man-in-the-middle attack



Session Hijacking

Rogue access point
Ever since the evolution of WLANs, together with growing popularity, the attacks also
have also increased in the backdrop. Attacks are common in any networks whether
wired of wireless. In WLANs the attackers can intrude any organization which is
poorly configured and exploit rogue access points to launch their attacks. The
attacks can be aimed at workstation, a server, or any distant internet connected host.
As a matter of fact the standard IDS products cannot detect these attacks.

The rogue AP detection is a vital part of wireless IDS. Rogue APs are of two types
Internal rogue access points
These APs are the ones wherein an employee plugs into his company‟s network.
The AP is beyond the control of administrator and this gives a way for the attackers
to enter the network. The key is to detect this rogue AP as early as possible and
eliminate the threat from the network. The other type of rogue access point is more
difficult to control.
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The external rogue AP is a bit difficult to control since this is controlled by an attacker
and this is designed such a way so as to spoof the genuine users to connect to it
rather than the known AP. This task is done by setting the rogue AP Service Set
Identifier (SSID) like the SSID as in the legitimate AP and thereby giving a boost to
the signal of the rogue AP. By doing so the clients go to the rogue AP. Then this
intruder can try to steal client‟s identification through spoofed Web pages which are
designed to make the users in giving their personal data. These rogue APs are
usually easy to spot but are hard to turn off since the intruder has to be in physical
contact [25].

MAC Address Spoofing
The task of the network administrators is to check for any harmful intrusions taking
place in the networks and this goes beyond just the rogue devices. MAC address
spoofing is one among them. It is a known fact that every network device is given
their own unique MAC address and by this the administrators can use these
addresses to check for the devices on the network. As a matter of fact the MAC
addresses are the easiest ways of differentiating among the devices which are
approved on the network and the ones that are rogue. There are simple software‟s
and techniques available which lets the intruder to send packets which look like they
have come from the MAC address the intruder chooses and this is where the
problem arises. By this the intruder can sniff the traffic, on the network and then spot
a client‟s real MAC address, and then act as if to be that device.
The ability to mislead the AP and client is the crucial part of this attack, and MAC
address spoofing is a main constituent by which to know how it is completed [14].
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Denial OF Service (DoS)
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks corresponds to another threat to the WLAN. A DoS
attack burdens some part of the WLAN by successfully taking it away from the
network. This type of attack may get launched on an exact station or AP. DoS
attacks are of many forms, such as an attack can interrupt wireless communications
just by flooding RF spectrums with excess noise. Many other DoS attacks try to
make use of various rules and hardware limitation of 802.11 to attack any device.
Another attack is by flooding the APs with associations more than the device can
process. This is because many APs can support only a set number of stations and
due to this attack the end result is inoperable device [13, 14].

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), as the name indicates the WEP was to provide
security to WLAN equivalent to that of a wired network, but it did not. And due to the
vulnerabilities it has this standard was a failure. Figure 5.2 explains the block
diagram of WEP. The vulnerabilities are as follows

IV
Initialization
Vector (IV)

Seed

RC4
PRNG Algorithm

Key Sequence

Secret WEP-Key
Cipher Text

Plain Text
Integrity Algorithm
Integrity Check
Value (ICV)

Message

Figure 5.2: WEP block diagram
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WEP requires only one sided authentication i.e. the APs need not authenticate
themselves to the client, only the client has to authenticate himself to the AP and
thereby any attacker can act to be a genuine AP and thereafter any client can
associate himself to this AP thinking it to be a legitimate AP. This attack is therefore
a success and the attacker can gain invaluable data about the client.
Second vulnerability is that WEP encrypts the traffic signals using a single pair of
keys which is shared between all the clients on the network. This means disaster
since if the keys are compromised then the whole network is compromised [13, 17]

Wardriving
The fifth harmful wireless intrusion is the “Wardriving” attack. Using a laptop which
has one of the wardriving software like the NetStumbler with an adapter and an
antenna this attack is performed. This attacker is usually mobile and he roams about
the areas in the neighbourhood for signal frequencies which has come onto the
streets thereby gaining access. The wardriving software searches for beacon frames
from the APs and from these frames, the encryption strength, type of hardware used
and the channel can be easily determined. The attacker can also obtain details about
the Service Set Identifier (SSID) if in case the security is weak. This is mostly done
by hobbyists and there is no action taken further. These so called hobbyists merge
the data with Global Positioning System (GPS) to obtain maps of wireless networks
in that area [26, 27].
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Man-In-The-Middle
The next harmful intrusion method which is discussed in this report is the Man-InThe-Middle attack. The man-in-the-middle attack depends on the attacker tricking an
AP by making it believe that he is a trusted client, and the client to believe that he is
the authorized AP. If there is no preventive measure taken then the attacker will be
successful at intercepting all traffic between the AP and the client without them ever
noticing [13, 14]. The figure 5.3 depicts the Man-in-the-Middle attack.
This can also be explained as without proper encryption method or any
authentication used the attacker can establish a rogue AP. The client unknowingly
connects to this rogue which operates as a proxy to original wireless network. In
case any authentication mechanism is used the attacker will have to overcome
mechanism to set up connections between him and client and also between him and
the AP. In case of any encryption method is used, this attacker has to weaken the
encryption method so that it has to read or amend the contents of the message.

Figure5.3: Man-in-the-Middle Attack [28]
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Man-in-the-middle attacks are somewhat trivial on 802.11 networks since the default
standard i.e. the WEP is easy to crack and the authentication is not shared between
the client and the APs [28].

Session Hijacking
Session Hijacking is the attack in opposition to the reliability of a session. In this the
attacker receives an approved and authenticated session away by its proper
possessor. Here the target knows that it is no longer accessing the session and still
he may not be aware that this session is under taken by the attacker. The target may
function to by the session loss of a normal break down of the WLAN. The attacker
may utilize the session for any purpose it wants to and maintain the time of the
session by increasing only when attacker owns the valid session. Figure 5.4
illustrates the exact picture of the session hijacking where the attacks may arise at
the

real time and may also

continue

still thinking

that it is finished.

Figure5.4: Session Hijacking [28]
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In order to accomplish the session hijacking the attacker has to perform two tasks.
Firstly it must impersonate to the targets of the wireless network which includes the
crafting of the bigger level packets of data to maintain the session, with the constant
tokens of authentication that employs the protective encryption. As shown in the
figure 5.4 this requires the successful communication of the target with the
eavesdropping in order to get the information required which is shown in the part 1 of
the figure 5.4. Secondly the attacker performs a task to stop the target from further
continuation of the session and generally use sequence spoofed of disassociate
data packets in order to keep the target not to be connected to the session which is
shown in the part two of the figure 5.4. [28]

5.3 Components in Security Design
To minimize the attacks mentioned above, the security design has to have the
following components. If these following components are not available the WLAN
has to face many attacks. The components are

Mutual authentication
This is where the client and the AP authenticate themselves to one another. By
doing so, the AP can know that it is having a session with a genuine client and the
client that it is a legitimate AP. This method solves the man-in-the-middle attack and
if the authentication is strong then the session high-jacking becomes a difficult
attack.

Block cipher encryption of the payload
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This method stops inactive eavesdropping attacks. If the implementation is done
accurately others attacks are difficult to execute. The layer in which the packets are
encrypted plays an important part in encryption. The layer 2 limits the traffic analysis
and also this makes active eavesdropping difficult to execute and layer 3 is more
flexible.

Strong cryptographic integrity protection
The strong verification of the cryptographic integrity is the solution to stop active
eavesdropping.

A firewall between the wireless and wired components of the network
A firewall is critical to any network to secure the architecture; this stops the network
traffic between unauthorized clients to reach the wired network. By not implementing
a firewall there is a high possibility of unauthorized access and this leads to Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) attacks. This attack is a type of man-in-the-middle attack
wherein these attacks can cause a great deal of loss to the integrity of the
information [28].

Summary
This Chapter provided a concise report on the intrusion detection, the IDS and the
methods of harmful intrusions and in the next Chapter, the intrusion detection
mechanisms are pointed out and thereafter followed by conclusion of the report.
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Chapter 6

Intrusion detection methods and models
The intrusion detection in wireless networks was introduced with some of its
methods in the previous chapter along with the intrusion detection system (IDS) and
its specifications. This Chapter gives details about the different intrusion detection
methods, models and also some of the commercially available products in brief.

6.1 Intrusion detection methods.


Media Access Control (MAC) Filtering



Virtual Private Network (VPN)



CISCO Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP)



Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

6.1.1 Media Access Control (MAC) Filtering
A feature which is available on many wireless APs is MAC Address Filtering. This
feature permits the administrator to generate an ACL (Access Control List) on the AP
along with the MAC addresses of the clients who are permitted to gain access to this
AP. Figure 6.1 shows the frame format of the MAC header.
This procedure needs additional priority because the network administrator has to
gather the information list of all the MAC addresses for approved wireless devices
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[29]. This procedure is only feasible to small enterprises and not for the larger
enterprises.

Octets: 2

2

6

6

Frame
Control

Duration
/ID

Address
1

Address
2

6

2

Address Sequence
3
Control

6

0-2312

4

Address
4

Frame
Body

FCS

MAC Header

Figure 6.1: MAC Frame Format [36]

There are many ways to overcome the MAC address spoofing. One such method is
to implement a policy which authenticates wireless traffic on both sides of the
network; this would generally require moving to 802.1x authentication schema
wherein it uses Extensible Authentication Protocol – Transport Layer Security (EAPTLS).

6.1.2 Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) provides solutions to many harmful security issues. It
is wherein the integrity and confidentiality for IP data-grams is provided with an
authenticated key. The WLAN stations are similar to the dial-up stations wherein the
user is first authenticated and then key has been established. This key is then used
to encrypt and provide integrity to protect these IP data-grams. VPNs are not very
easy to deploy. The authentication depends entirely on any one of the following three
factors [30]
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Something you know - like that of a password



Something you have - like that of a security token



Something you are - like fingerprints

Figure 6.2: A Virtual Private Network (VPN) Configuration [6]

It is desirable to use more than any one of the above mentioned factors and by using
all the three factors provides more security.
VPNs only gives support the IP suite and if the protocol is not making most use of IP
data-grams, deploying a VPN will be next to impossible. It is noted that tunneling
may be an option to encapsulate the non IP traffic in data-grams before the
processing of the VPN [30].
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6.1.3 CISCO Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP)
CISCO Light EAP (LEAP) has been widely deployed ever since its first use of IEEE
802.1X and EAP for WLAN and many authentication servers provide support in its
use in the Remote Authentication Dial in User Service (RADIUS) servers [35].
Cisco LEAP provides support to mutual authentication between the client and the
RADIUS server. LEAP is the component of Cisco Wireless Security Suite. It was
introduces in the year 2000 to pave way to improve the security of WLAN
authentication [31, 35].

It is a user based authentication protocol which implements itself in hostile WLAN
deployments securely and depending on the user requirements and much needed
capability for single-sign-on (SSO) this protocol was brought into practice based on
Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP).

CISCO LEAP protects the integrity of password in wireless authentication wherein it
converts that password to a secret key in order to prevent eavesdroppers. This
secret key is an outcome of a mathematical function which is known as a hash
function. This function uses an algorithm which encrypts data in one way and
therefore this data may not be decrypted to get the original stream [35].

6.1.4 Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is an application level protocol which permits secure
transaction of data and this depends on public keys, private keys and digital
certificates. SSL in WLAN will not be able to do nothing after a wireless client is in
communication with an AP until the connection is authenticated. This authentication
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can be accomplished by using the SSL security encryption. Since only implementing
WEP does not guarantee secure wireless transmission the clients are required to
use SSL based secure websites [31].

6.2 Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS): Models
The following are the Intrusion Detection models:


Pattern Generation Model



Anomaly Detection Model



Misuse Detection Model

6.2.1 Pattern generation model
A pattern oriented intrusion detection model can keep track of both the data and
privilege flows in secure systems. The ability to distinguish context dependent
pattern of intrusion is the main benefit of this model, like the ones that are present in
unintentional use of unknown programs. By using this model there is a potential to
get improved performance than in statistical approach for sensing context reliant
intrusion since it mainly focuses on unambiguous patterns and consequently thereby
tries to avoid the analysis of the complete audit data for huge number of statistical
profile. The drawback is that cannot detect any new and unexpected intrusion
patterns and also the patterns which have statistical characteristics only i.e.
generation of false alarms and the missed real intrusions. Therefore the IDSs will
have to depend on pattern oriented and the statistical approaches so that the
advantages of both can be utilized to the optimum [32].
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6.2.2 Anomaly detection model
This is wherein the IDS detect the intrusions by searching for an activity which is
completely different from a system's intended behavior.
Anomaly detection uses models of the user‟s normal behavior by interpreting
deviations from this behavior as a threat. In general the assumption of anomaly
detection is attack vary from normal behavior. If for an example a user logs in his
system at 9a.m and performs some routine daily tasks like reading mail and does
very few errors in any point of time and then logs off at 2p.m and this is his day-today activity and one particular day there is an unusual practice of logging in at 4p.m
and he uses compilers and tries to access sensitive data and performs many file
access errors then this action is deemed to be suspicious. The key benefit of this
detection system is it can detect the earlier unknown attacks on the system. These
systems are much hard to train in large dynamic environments [33].

6.2.3 Misuse detection model
This type of IDS detects intrusion by monitoring for action that matches to known
intrusion techniques or signatures or vulnerability in the systems.
This detection model mainly describes what is wrong with the system. These models
have attack descriptions also known as signatures and these matches against the
audit data, to look for data of any known attack. The key benefit of this detection
system is these systems analyze the audit data and then show some false positives.
The drawback of this detection system is they can only detect known attack and for
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this purpose they have defined signature. If any new attack is crops up the
developers will have to model that attack and then add it to signature database [33].

6.3 Intrusion detection products
The following are the intrusion detection models readily available in the commercial
market to help the users secure their network from intrusions.
Intrusion detection products: [24]


AirDefence



AirMagnet



AirSnare



Kismet

6.3.1 AirDefense
AirDefense Enterprise is a wireless intrusion detection product available in the
commercial market which monitors the air traffic and thereby gives a solution for
rogue detection and mitigation, policy monitoring, automated protection, intrusion
detection and remote troubleshooting. One security aspect of AirDefense Enterprise
is that, it provides support to wireless VPN, authentication and encryption. Using
distributed sensors and secure server equipment, this system claims to give a
comprehensive detection technique to all the threats and intrusions mentioned above
[34].
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6.3.2 AirMagnet
AirMagnet is another commercial product readily available which has a CISCO
wireless card and that runs on laptops or handheld devices. Similar to the above
mentioned product i.e. the AirDefense, the AirMagnet includes detection of harmful
intrusions and vulnerabilities. AirMagnet detects any unauthorized AP, clients and
DoS attacks by flooding the AP for intrusions [14].

6.3.3 AirSnare
AirSnare [12] is an intrusion detection product which has a non-commercial license,
which detects Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) requests or if any
illegitimate MAC addresses which attempt to join an AP. In this system the intrusion
response mainly sends an alert to the network administrator and an optional note is
sent to the intruder [26].

6.3.4 Kismet
Kismet is another product usually used for the attack of wardriving, with the advent of
Kismet2; distributed sensor model has been mainly used. By doing so this product
permits several sensors to be positioned around an organization and this in turn
reports the wireless occurrences to the central console. This type of architecture is
commonly used in IDSs and it is the main reason for many users to use kismet as a
wireless IDS and thereby Kismet can provide an effective wireless IDS [25].
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION
Encompassing all the wireless security concepts in a single shell is a difficult task.
WLANs are implemented in places like homes, offices, conference halls, business
environments by many organizations and individuals alike. The need for security
arises here and this is a cause of concern to the users. Decisions need to be taken
as how to protect the network from the intruders. This report aims to be a source of
useful information to its readers about the security threats and intrusion detection
and the ways to secure their network.

WLANs offer new services that traditional wired LANs cannot provide, but they also
introduce new security concerns. Although the security concerns of WLAN services
cannot be completely eliminated, we can mitigate them by a proper integration of
standards, technologies, management, policies, and service environments [1, 7, and
14]. These security threats have been precisely reported in Chapter 3 and their
counter measures in Chapter 4.

Wireless IDS an essential addition to the security of WLANs. Even though there are
certain drawbacks in implementing the wireless IDS, the advantages it gives
certainly prevail over those drawbacks. By the addition of an IDS, the security of any
network can be improved greatly. Also to be noted here is the components in the
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security design of WLAN which have been summed up in Chapter 5.3. There are
many other measures which should be taken into consideration to achieve utmost
security to network like the VPN [discussed in Chapter 6.1.2] or the CISCO LEAP
[discussed in Chapter 6.1.3]. The users may also want to use the products readily
available in the market for the purpose of intrusion detection. There are some
promising products which claim that their product is of high standard and that it can
provide utmost security to the network [12, 14, 24, 25, 26, and 34]. Some of these
products have been discussed in this report in Chapter 6.3. Threats to WLANs are
certain to occur, but what the user always thrives for is a standard (or a system or a
technique) which can detect the intrusion and report it successfully.
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INTRODUCTION

An IDS is a defence mechanism which identifies hostile actions in a
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is the best way to improve data network and then it attempts to prevent any such activities which
connectivity without the need to worry about the wires. Any network might compromise the security of the system [4].
is vulnerable to an attack. With a Wired Network we can know if any Different harmful intrusions [5]
unauthorized person is using the network because to execute an
• Rogue access point
attack the intruder has to physically connect to a cable and if there is
• MAC address spoofing
no outside connection to the wired system, the attack must have
• Denial of service
come from the existing wired connection and it is much easy to find
• WEP key vulnerability
that attacker. Whereas in a WLAN, by adding an access point to the
• Wardriving
network it is possible for the attacker to connect to the network
• Man-in-the-middle attack
without being in physical contact with it [1].

Intrusion detection products [5]
• AirDefence
• AirMagnet
• AirSnare

MAIN AIM AND OBJECTIVES
• Security of WLAN's.
• Identification of threats to security in WLAN.
• Methods to resolve the threats.
• Intrusion in networks, particularly in wireless networks.
• Different intrusion detection models.
• Methods/Models for reduction of harmful intrusion.

Intrusion detection Techniques
• MAC Filtering
• Virtual Private Network
• CISCO LEAP
• Secure Socket Layer

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The security of information passing over the wireless technology is of
prime concern for the wireless users. Both the Wireless and Wired
LAN’s have security issues. This report deals with the security of
Wireless LAN and about intrusion detection.

INTRUSION DETECTION ACTIVITY [3]
Remote user
IDS

Remote user
VPN
Firewall

COMPONENTS OF WLAN [2]

Dual-homed
host

VPN
Wireless
Medium

Distribution
System

Access
Point

Branch office

Station

SECURITY THREATS TO WLAN
• Eavesdropping
• Denial of Service Attacks
• Man-in-the-Middle Attacks
• Physical Threats

Intrusion
prevention

Intrusion
detection

Intrusion
response

EXPECTED ARTEFACT
A Research Report on the Security Threats and Intrusion Detection
Models in WLAN.

CONCLUSION
Encompassing all the wireless security concepts in a single shell is a
difficult task. WLANs are implemented in places like homes, offices,
conference halls, business environments by many organizations and
individuals alike. The need for security arises here and this is a cause
of concern to the users. Decisions need to be taken as to how to
protect the network from the intruders. This report aims to be a
source of useful information to its readers about the security threats
and intrusion detection and the ways to secure their network.

Wireless Transmission Media: Counter Measures
• Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
• Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
• Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
• Physical Security

802 Family and its relation to the OSI Model [2]
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